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Simulation Methods.
Quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) and nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics (NAQMD) simulation methods:
The electronic states were calculated using the projectoraugmented-wave (PAW) method 1 , which is an all-electron electronic-structure-calculation method within the frozen-core approximation. Projector functions were generated for 6s, 6p and 6d states of Pb, 5s, 5p and 5d states of I, 2s and 2p states of C and O, and 1s state of H. In the framework of density functional theory (DFT) 2 , the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 3 was used for the exchange-correlation energy with nonlinear core corrections 4 . The momentumspace formalism was utilized 5 , where the plane-wave cutoff energies were 25 and 250 Ry for electronic pseudo-wave functions and pseudo-charge density, respectively. The energy functional was minimized iteratively using a preconditioned conjugate-gradient method 6, 7 . QMD simulations were carried out using quantum mechanically computed interatomic forces based on the Hellmann-Feynman theorem 8 . We used our own QMD code 9, 10 . The code has been implemented on parallel computers 7 by a hybrid approach combining spatial decomposition (i.e., distributing real-space or reciprocal-space grid points among processors) and band decomposition (i.e., assigning the calculations of different electronic wave functions to different processors). The program is written using the message passing interface (MPI) library for interprocessor communications.
To study the dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers, we performed NAQMD simulations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The NAQMD method describes electronic excitations in the framework of linear-response time-dependent density functional theory 16 . In addition, nonadiabatic transitions between excited electronic states assisted by molecular motions are treated with a surfacehopping approach [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . To perform large NAQMD simulations involving many hundreds of atoms, we have implemented a series of techniques for efficiently calculating long-range exact exchange correction and excited-state forces 22, 23 . Due to the use of excited-state forces, photoexcitation also modifies ground-state electronic structures. Details of our QMD and NAQMD simulation software are described in Ref. 23 .
Bond-overlap population analysis: To quantify the change in the bonding properties of atoms, we used bond-overlap population analysis 24 by expanding the electronic wave functions in an atomic-orbital basis set 25 . Based on the formulation generalized to the PAW method 26 , we obtained the gross population Z i (t) for the i th atom and the bond-overlap population O ij (t) for a pair of i th and j th atoms as a function of time t. From Z i (t), we estimate the charge of atoms, and O ij (t) gives a semi-quantitative estimate of the strength of covalent bonding between atoms. As the atomic-basis orbitals, we used numerical pseudo-atomic orbitals, which were obtained for a chosen atomic energy so that the first node occurs at the desired cutoff radius 27 . To increase the efficiency of the expansion, the numerical basis orbitals were augmented with the split-valence method 28 . The resulting charge spillage, which estimates the error in the expansion, was only 0.15 %, indicating the high quality of the basis orbitals. Figure S1 shows the characters of photoexcited electron and hole charge densities during NAQMD simulation, which are projected onto pseudoatomic orbitals of different angular momenta (i.e., s, p, and d) centered around different atoms. 
Finite-size effects:
In the 2×2×2 system containing 96 atoms, time-averaged electron and hole participation numbers are 7.4 ± 3.1 and 9.8 ± 3.9, respectively. Namely, even in the smaller 2×2×2 system, a charge carrier occupies only 8~10 % of the total volume. The electron and hole wave functions are thus not percolating through the system and act as well defined wave packets, likely due to thermal disorder 29 . In order to quantify the effect of periodic boundary conditions (PBC), we have performed a PBC-compatible calculation of wave function's center of mass (COM). For the x direction, for example, it is given by
where L is the simulation box length in the x direction and ψ(r) is the wave function. Figure S2 compares the hole mean square displacement (MSD) in the 2×2×2 system computed using Eq. (S1) with the original MSD calculation in the main text. Both calculations agree within 14% of the error bar of the new MSD calculation, demonstrating that finite-size effects are negligible. Figure S2 . Hole mean square displacement in the 2×2×2 system. The original calculation (blue) is compared with that based on Eq. (S1) (magenta).
Radiative recombination time:
We calculated the spontaneous-emission contribution to the radiative recombination time from the oscillator strength as in Refs. 30,31, where we used the refractive index of 2.61 32 .
Electric polarizability:
We computed the dielectric constant ε using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 33, 34 :
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, V is the volume of the simulation box, and M is the total dipole moment. 〈〉 denotes time average.
Movies of Carrier Transport.
QuickTime movie, S1.mov, animates isosurfaces of the quasielectron (red) and quasihole (blue) charge densities in a 3×3×3 unit-cell NAQMD simulation, where the threshold charge density is 1 ×10 -4 a.u.
-3 . In the movie, H, C, N, I and Pb atoms are shown as white, cyan, blue, green and brown spheres, respectively. QuickTime movie, S2.mov, shows quasielectron and quasihole center-of-mass positions as yellow and black spheres, respectively, as well as the atoms occupied by quasielectron and quasihole charge densities, respectively, as red and blue transparent spheres.
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